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Remarks on Ф- operators in linear topological spaces

Let A , Y be linear topological spaces. Let A be a linear operator 
defined on a subset of X  with values in Y. The operator A  is called 
closed if xn -> x and Axn -> у implies that Ax — у . Obviously any con
tinuous operator is closed, but there are closed operators which are not 
continuous. A closed operator is called normally resolvable, cf. [2], if the 
set Ea of values of A is closed. Let

ZA =  (жеA : Ax  =  0}, aA — dimZA, fiA =  dim YjUA

(aA and (>a may be equal to oo). The pair of numbers (aA, fiA) is called 
the d-characteristic of operator A. We say that operator A has a finite 
d-characteristic if aA and /3A are both finite. By the index of operator A 
of a finite ^-characteristic we mean the number

К A ~  ft A a A •

A normally resolvable operator with a finite d-characteristic is called 
a Ф-operator, cf. [2]. The definition of Ф-operators in Banach spaces 
and their basic properties are given by I. C. Gochberg and M. G. Krein 
in [2].

The note contains a review of the results of Gochberg and Krein 
which can be generalized to the case of locally bounded spaces, and some 
examples which show that these results are not true for locally convex 
(but not locally bounded) spaces.

Let A  be a linear topological space. A set Z is called bounded if for 
every sequence of numbers tn -> 0 and every sequence zn of elements 
of Z the sequence tnzn tends to 0. A  is called locally bounded if it contains 
a bounded neighbourhood of zero. The norm is called p-homogeneous if 
|{tr[| =  |<|p||a?|| (0 <  p <  1). If A  is locally bounded, then there is a p-ho- 
mogeneous norm in X  determining the topology, cf. [1], [3]. Basing 
ourselves on this fact and on the theory of locally bounded algebras 
given by W. Żelazko ([6]), we can transfer main results of Gochberg and 
Krein to the case of locally bounded spaces.
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It is easy to see that the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [2] has an algebraic 
character and we can formulate it here as follows:

Theorem 1 . Let X , Y  be linear spaces. Let A , В be operators with 
finite d-characteristics, let A map Y into Y and В map X  into Y and let A 
be determined on the whole of Y. Then AB is also an operator with a 
finite d-characteristic and

*AB =  Xa +  Хц •
If we add the assumption that X  and Y are topological linear spaces, 

we can replace the assumption that A is defined in the whole space 
by the assumption that A and В are Ф-operators and A is defined in a 
dense set in Y. This follows from the fact that the following lemma, 
formulated in [2] for Banach spaces, is also true in general linear topo
logical spaces.

Lemma. Let X  be a linear topological space and let X  be equal to a di
rect sum X  =  B © F ,  where F  is finite dimensional. Let D be a linear 
set dense in X. Then the set 1)г — D n В is dense in В and we can repre
sent X  as a direct sum X  — В @  F ' , where F' a D.

Let X  and Y be locally bounded spaces. Let j| \\x , j| \\r he ^-homo
geneous norms. Such norms exist, cf. [1], [3], and without loss of gener
ality we can assume that p is identical for both spaces. Let A be a linear 
continuous operator transforming X  into Y. We define the norm of the 
operator

M|| =  sup \\Ax\\Y. 
iHLv-'i

Obviously it is p -homogeneous and

\\Ax\\ ^  MU • M l.

In the same way as Theorem 2.2 of [2] we obtain
Theorem 2. Let X , Y be complete locally bounded spaces. Let A be 

a Ф-operator. Then there is a constant q such that for every В such that 
|ji?|| <  о the operator A \ B has also a finite d-characteristic and

xa+b — xA.

Let X ,  Y be linear topological spaces. A linear operator T mapping X  
into Y is called compact if there is a neighbourhood U cz X  such that TV  
is compact. J. H. Williamson ([4]) has shown that if T is a compact opera
tor transforming X  into itself, then the operator T-\-T, where I  denotes 
identity, is a Ф-operator and xI+T =  0.

It implies (as in [2]) that in Theorem 2 we can replace the norm || || 
by the norm

M||c =  inf{Ц-В +  T||: T is a compact operator}.
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As a particular case we obtain

ka+t =  Кл.
for each compact operator T.

Ler T be a fixed operator transforming X  into itself. We consider 
the operator T XI, where Я is a complex number. Let

А =  {л: T —XI is a Ф-operator).

Theorem 2 implies that if X  is a locally bounded space, then the 
set A is open and the index xT_u is constant on each component. With 
this fact also the following theorem is connected:

Theorem 3. Let X  he a locally bounded space. Let T be an arbitrary 
operator. I f  for all complex X the operator T X f is a Ф-operator, then X  
is a finite dimensional space.

The proof is analogous to that of the corresponding theorem in [2]. 
It is only necessary to use some results about locally bounded algebras, 
cf. [4]. However, without the assumption of local boundedness these con
siderations are not valid (Example 1 below).

Similarly to Theorem 3.3 of [2] we have
Theorem 4. Let X  be a locally bounded space. Let A — {X: T —XI 

is a Ф-operator). The functions aT_u , constant on each component
of A with the exception of an isolated set of points at which these functions 
are upper semicontinuous.

Example 2 shows that Theorem 4 is not true in the case of jB0-spaees.
Example  1. Let G(D) be the space of all continuous complex

valued functions x(z) defined on an open set I) of the complex plane, 
with the compact-open topology, i.e. the topology given by uniform con
vergence on compact sets. In this topology C(L>) is a J50-space, i.e. a com
plete metrisable locally convex space. Let (Tx)(z) — zx{z). Obviously the 
operator T — XI is invertible for X4I ) . For XeI) , the operator T —XI 
is not a Ф-operator. Therefore A is equal to the complement of D and 
is closed.

Exam ple  2. Let X  — H(C0) be the space of all analytic functions 
defined in the unit circle (70 with the compact-open topology. X  is 
a l>0-space. Let Tx(z) =  zx(z); then T —XI is a Ф-operator. Thus The
orem 3 cannot be extended to the case of locally convex spaces. Moreover, 
in this example the index is not continuous with respect to X. Indeed

J 0 for \X\ >  1, 
xt- xi -  j_L for щ < 1 г

The following question arises: Is Theorem 3 true for locally con



vex spaces if we assume that T — XI is a Ф-operator and also that кт_п ~  
— 0 ? The following example shows that the answer is negative.

Example  3. Let C™ be the space of infinitely many differentiable 
functions x(t) defined for 0 <  t <  1 and such that x(n){0) =  0 
(n =  0, 1 , 2 , . . . )  with the topology determined by the pseudonorms

INIn =  sup |0(n)(*)|.
0<̂ <1

decLet Tx =  — . Then хт_и ~  0 and 0™ is infinite-dimensional. 
dt
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